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▸ Reframe Health and Justice Consulting (RHJ) is a collective of directly impacted 
people committed to shifting sociopolitical paradigms that contribute to poor 

health and social outcomes for marginalized and disenfranchised communities. 
We do this by providing customized support, technical assistance, and training.
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• Triggers and Self Care

• Be Curious

• Oops…Ouch

• We Can’t be articulate all the time

• Confidentiality

• Make Space, Take Space

• Speak from the I

• WAIT (And land the plane)

Housekeeping



Boy Mom Twenty-

Nine

One of 

three 

sisters

Runner

Grew up 

in the 

Southwest

Sex 

Worker

Meet Melinda
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Meeting Needs. 

Resilience. 

Resistance.

What is Sex Work?



used to refer to a 

broad range of 

transactions 

a term that has been 

adopted by health, 

labor and human

rights organizations, 

including Amnesty 

International and the 

World Health 

Organization

used to refer to 

people of all 

genders, ages, and 

backgrounds who 

are involved in the 

sex trade

a commercial exchange of a sexual service for

money or other benefits like housing, 

transportation, and other needs.

Sex work is

...

What is Sex Work
Adapted f rom SWOP Chicago,  Harm Reduct ion,  2016



▪ Consistent access to 
resources, unrestricted cash

▪ Trading for direct resources

▪ Being a provider for family, 
connecting to clients, community

▪ Acceptance from clients, peers for 
gender, sexuality, stigmatized 
identities; access to affirming self-care

▪ Self expression, self acceptance, creativity 
and purpose; healing and trauma-
informed work 

What do Sex Workers need?

Why does sex work work?



FETISH PORNDANICNG/STRIPPING SUGARING

MASSAGE PHONE SEX OPERATORESCORTING CAMMING

Types of Sex Work



• How has this experience come up in the course of 

your work?

• What has been challenging?

• What has been great about it?



Dynamics of Work
▪ Formal or Informal

▪ Independent, collective or for a 

third party

▪ Exchange for resources including 

currency, housing, food, drugs, 

services or other necessities

▪ Public space and private space

▪ Criminalized, legalized, 

decriminalized

A constellation of experiences



Circumstances 
That Make
Sex Work Work

• Age

• Gender Presentation and Identity

• Dependents (Children, parents)

• Access to social services

• Criminal record

• Documentation Status

• Disability status

• Access to stable housing

• Access to living-wage employment

• Race & Ethnicity

• Status as student, educational 

background

• Geographic location, transportation 

needs

• Currently on social benefits

• Identity Protection concerns

If Someone wants to 

leave the sex trade, 

it means addressing 

these needs and 

barriers.

What are the 

dynamics that 

make your job work 

for you as a…?



Activity: Constellations of 
Experience, Melinda

- I’m a single mom (she/her) and I have a 9-5 in a 

legal office, but it could pay more so I dance on the 

weekends and get paid off the books. I have a lot of 

control over my schedule, and it’s consistent, so I can 

be there to raise my son and arrange childcare 

otherwise.

- I live with my friend who is also a mom and works 

in the sex industry. She’s an escort now, but used to 

dance, too. It helps to share childcare with her, and 

to be able to talk to someone about what’s going 

on at work.

- The manager at the club is pretty flexible, but I 

don’t like how much I have to tip out at the end of 

every shift and wish that would change. But I do 

love hanging out with the other women on my shift. 

It’s fun just to talk to them. I also love to dress up, 

and you don’t get to do that much at a law firm. 

▪ What are the dynamics of 

her work?

▪ What makes this job work 

for her?



Meeting 

Resource 

Needs

What is Sex Work 

for Melinda?Community 

and 

belonging

Self 

esteem, 

Self 

expression

Caregiver, 

provider



LGBTQ/TGNC 

Dynamics

• Economic Hardship

• Access to Affirming 

Services (Housing)

• Runaway/”Throwaway”

• Lack of Traditional 

Community

• Access to Affirming 

Educational Settings

• Need for elders, 

community



Where do sex workers identify risk of harm?

Exploitation & 

Trafficking

Criminalization 

(State 

Violence)

Interpersonal 

Violence

Occupational 

Health

Break!

See you in 15 to 

talk about Harm 

Reduction!
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Community-

generated 

knowledge

At its core, is an 

inherently 

abolitionist approach 

to the criminal legal 

system

Views and 

approaches people 

holistically – no one 

is just a drug user or 

a sex worker

Seeking to address the vulnerabilities to harm 

associated with a range of neutral behaviors 

through diverse interventions.

Harm reduction is any positive change.

Harm Reduction is

..

Frameworks: What is Harm Reduction



Recognizes that 

harm comes from 

both interpersonal 

and institutional 

actors and seeks to 

address harm 

holistically

Holds that we all 

experience and 

perpetrated 

experiences of harm

Elevates communal, 

intergenerational 

and cultural 

approaches  to 

resilience

Honors the way we survive and heal and 

recognizes that harm is an inescapable part of 

those experiences

Heal ing-Centered Harm Redux

...

What is Healing-Centered Harm Reduction?



Harm Reduction

Research that leverages the efficacy of the harm reduction approach with sex workers:

Harm Reduction International: 

Key harm reduction strategies to 

be utilized with sex workers are 

community engagement, 

community development, health 

promotion, and peer education

Comprehensive harm 

reduction for people 

who trade sex address 

access to resources, 

health needs, impacts 

of criminalization and 

the overall well-being 

of sex workers.

The Lancet: “Straightforward 

and achievable steps are 

available to improve the day-

to-day lives of sex workers 

while they continue to work. ”

Is Evidence Based

https://www.hri.global/files/2010/05/13/WottonWarsaw2007.pdf
http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS014067360567732X/abstract


• Where have you 

used harm 

reduction before?

• How did it change 

things? 

• Was it difficult?



Where do sex workers identify risk of harm?

Exploitation & 

Trafficking

Criminalization 

(State 

Violence)

Interpersonal 

Violence

Occupational 

Health



Meeting 

Resource 

Needs Physical 

Labor 

Intimate 

Labor What are other forms of physical 

or intimate labor you of your 

clients have engaged in?



• Unique to each workplace and situation

• Physical Demands of the job

• Clothing and footwear

• Levels of physical contact

• Workspaces

• Managed by third party, cooperative, 
independent

• Ability to clean

• Tools, toys, supplies

• Provided or independent

• Ability to clean

Occupational Health Needs: Physical Labor



Sexual Health Needs

▪Availability of Tools (Condoms, Lube, 
internal condoms)

▪Are condoms being taken?

▪Negotiation techniques

▪ Physical tricks of the trade

▪Availability of testing, health care services



Meeting 

Resource 

Needs

Physical 

Labor

Intimate 

Labor

Stigmatized, 

Isolating



Stigma and Isolation: Maintaining Dual Identities

▪Criminalization

▪ Fear of rejection

▪ Emotional Exhaustion

▪ Isolation



▸ Shame dies when stories are told in safe 
places.

29

▸ Ann Voskamp (via Liz Afton)

What are ways that you 

can create safe places to 

share?



Barriers to Health 
Services

Interpersonal

▪ Stigma within healthcare settings including 

shaming, mis-gendering/orienting, outing

▪ Previous bad experiences 

▪ Age and medical coverage restrictions

▪ Fear of outing/Lack of confidentiality

Institutional

▪ Mandatory reporting

▪ (Perceived) Involvement with law 

enforcement

▪ People don’t know/can’t tell

▪ Presence of police & security – showing ID?

▪ Geographic Location, Hours

▪ Public face is anti sex work or only has one 

narrative



Traditional health  

care settings with 

community referrals

(PROS Network)

Health offerings in 

non-traditional 

locations, such as 

workplaces, private 

and community 

locations

Community-based 

health facilities

(St James Infirmary)

Settings can address the barriers in different 

ways – each location offers different costs and 

benefits
...

Risk Reduction: Affirming Health Service Settings



Is our location 
accessible and 
welcoming to 
people who 
trade sex?

• Informally ask clients

• Informally ask community 

partners about your 

reputation

Self-

Reflection

• Paid focus groups 

• Assessment of staff perceptions 

and attitudes

Assessment

• Sex Work 101 for 

Practitioners

• Sex Work for Institutions

Trainings



Back to Melinda- I’m a single mom (she/her) and I have a 9-5 in a 

legal office and dance on the weekends. I’m keeping it 

secret because my ex boyfriend and son’s dad would 

try and take custody if he knew. And I’m constantly 

afraid someone from the law firm will come in.

- I live with my friend who is also a mom and works 

in the sex industry. She’s an escort now, but used to 

dance, too. I could make more if I escorted with her, 

but dancing off the books means it’ll be harder to 

find out.

- The club itself is fine, but I’m not 19 anymore and 

last week I slipped coming off the stage and twisted 

my ankle pretty badly. They said I didn’t need to 

come in, but I want to pay off my car so I’m still 

dancing on it.

▪ What are the physical 

dynamics of her job and 

workplace?

▪ Where are the places where 

Melissa may experience, or 

has identified, stigma and 

shame?

▪ Where is she getting 

support?

▪ What can we offer?



How do sex workers engage risk reduction?

Exploitation & 

Trafficking

Criminalization 

(State 

Violence)

Interpersonal 

Violence

Access to 

Affirming Care, 

Community 

Meetings



Where do sex workers identify risk of harm?

Exploitation & 

Trafficking

Criminalization 

(State 

Violence)

Interpersonal 

Violence

Access to 

Affirming Care, 

Community 

Meetings



Meeting 

Resource 

Needs

Physical 

Labor

Intimate 

Labor

Stigma, 

Isolating

Criminalized



• Criminal

• Prostitution & Proxy Laws

• Trafficking Laws

• Civil

• Contracts

• Labor

• Wage and hour

• Health and safety 
conditions

Federal
Trafficking Victims Protection Act

Mann Act

FOSTA/SESTA

State (Every state)
Prostitution Laws, loitering laws, 
promoting laws, bawdy houses

Trafficking Laws

Municipal
Loitering Laws (Sometimes overlapping)

Housing Laws

Local Policing policies

Criminalization of the Sex Trade



Stages of Criminalization

▪ Policing (Pre-Arrest)

- Police surveillance, harassment and sexual harassment of sex workers 

- Witness detention

▪ Laws (Arrest, Booking)

- Arrest, Incarceration

- Asset Forfeiture

- Mugshots being publicly available

▪ Post-Conviction

- Court fees and fines

- Deportation

- Post-conviction requirements 

- Problems associated with having a conviction including loss of housing, 

inability to find formal work, loss of custody



The Criminalization of Sex Work: Maine, 853-A

Sexual act: A sexual act means

•Any act between two people involving direct physical contact between the genitals of one person and the 

mouth, anus, or genitals of the other

•Any act involving direct physical contact between the genitals or anus of one and an instrument 

manipulated by another for the purpose of arousing or gratifying sexual desire, or for the purpose of causing 

bodily injury or offensive physical contact

Sexual contact: Sexual contact means any touching of the genitals or anus (directly or through clothing), for 

the purpose of arousing or gratifying sexual desire or for the purpose of causing bodily injury or offensive 

physical contact.

Engaging in, agreeing to engage in, or offering to engage in a sexual 

act or sexual contact in exchange for a pecuniary benefit to be 

received by the person engaging in prostitution or by a third person.



Competing Risks: Criminalization and 
Violence



• Screening Potential Clients 

Online

• In Case of Arrest – Know Your 

Rights and Creating an 

Emergency Plan

• Advocating for your Rights at 

the Local, County and State Level

• Legal Clinics for Civil Remedies

Harm Reduction: Safety 
Planning in Facilitated Peer 
Space
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How do sex workers engage risk reduction?

Exploitation & 

Trafficking

Know Your 

Rights 

Information

Interpersonal 

Violence

Access to 

Affirming Care, 

Community 

Meetings



How do sex workers engage risk reduction?

Exploitation & 

Trafficking

Know Your 

Rights 

InformationInterpersonal 

Violence

Access to 

Affirming Care, 

Community 

Meetings



Meeting 

Resource 

Needs

Physical 

Labor

Intimate 

Labor

Stigma, 

Isolating

Criminalized

Unique 

Experiences 

of Violence



Violence Against Sex Workers: Types

• Physical Violence: Being subjected to physical force which 
can potentially cause death, injury or harm.

• Emotional or Psychological Violence: Includes, but is not 
limited to, being insulted; being humiliated or belittled; being 
threatened with state action; being isolated; being threatened 
with harm to oneself or someone one cares about; inducing 
fear; controlling behaviour; and the destruction of possessions

• Sexual Violence: Being physically forced or psychologically 
intimidated to engage in sex or subjected to sex acts against 
one’s will 

46

World Health Organization, Sex Worker Implementation Toolkit



•Workplace Violence

• Family, Peer Violence

• At Large or in Public Spaces

• Thot Audit

•Organized non-state violence

• State Violence

47

World Health Organization, Sex Worker Implementation Toolkit

Violence Against Sex Workers: Context



•Workplace Violence

• Family, Peer Violence

• At Large or in Public Spaces

• Thot Audit

•Organized non-state violence

• State Violence

48

• Clients

• Managers

• Co-workers

• Other Staff 

• Partners

• Spouses

• Peers

• Family of Origin

• Strangers who 

target workers for 

harassment 

• Service Providers

• Raid/rescue orgs

• Medical Providers

• Law Enforcement

• Parole Officers

• Legal System

• CPS/CFS

• Structural Violence

World Health Organization, Sex Worker Implementation Toolkit

Violence Against Sex Workers: Actors
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• Emotional Violence, Shaming

• Blaming Violence on Jealousy

• Psychological Violence

• Threats of State Violence

• Threats of Outing to family, friends

• Financial Coercion

• Sexual Violence, Coercion

• Minimizing Violence at Work

IPV Against Sex Workers



Young Women’s 

Empowerment Project

Bad Encounter Zine

2012

Where do sex 
workers 
experience 
violence?



Sexual Violence
Against people who trade sex



Types of Sexual Violence

• In the Workplace: Clients, 
Management, other Staff

• Intimate Partner Violence

• At Large or in Public Spaces

• Organized non-state violence

• State Violence

• Sexual Harassment

• Clients pushing boundaries

• Required “freebies” to get 

better conditions

• Sexual Assault

• Jealousy, anger blamed on 

sex work

• Sexual coercion based on sex 

work (“You do X with clients”)

• Harassment because of 

advertising in public space

• Lack of respect/care for 

boundaries in service provision

• Exchange of sexual services for 

needs, resources

• Sexual contact during “rescues”

• Inappropriately asking for 

unnecessary details

• Sexual favors instead of 

arrest

• Gender confirmation during 

arrest/incarceration

• Sexual Violence

• Sexual contact during stings



Avoiding Interpersonal 

Violence at Work

Screening Potential Clients

Self-Defense for sex workers

(Physical, Emotional, Financial, 

Electronic)

Safety Planning 



Harm Reduction: 
Bad Date List

• HIPS

• St James Infirmary

• National Bad Date 
List

• PROS Network



Back to Melinda

- My ex and I got back together and I moved back in 

with him, but it’s not going well and reminds me 

why I left before. He knew about my straight job 

but his friend found out where I work and told him. 

Every time I come home from work he calls me 

names and forces me to shower before he’ll touch 

me. He says that I’m an unfit mother.

- Last night he slapped me when I yelled at him. I 

don’t want him to go to jail, and he says if I call the 

cops he’ll tell them I’m a ((derogatory name for a 

sex worker)) and make sure I lose custody of my 

son.

▪ What types of violence has 

Melissa described?

▪ Where are the places where 

Melissa is getting support?

▪ What can we offer?



Where do sex workers identify risk of harm?

Exploitation & 

Trafficking

Criminalization 

(State 

Violence)

Interpersonal 

Violence

Occupational 

Health



How do sex workers engage risk reduction?

Exploitation & 

Trafficking

Know Your 

Rights 

Information, 

Safety Planning

Screening, 

Community info, 

Safety Planning, 

Self Defense

Access to 

Affirming Care, 

Community 

Meetings



Meeting 

Resource 

Needs

Physical 

Labor

Intimate 

Labor

Stigma, 

Isolating

Criminalized

Experiences 

of Violence

Exploitation 

and 

Trafficking



Spectrum of Trading Sex

CHOICE COERCIONCIRCUMSTANCE

Fully consenting to the 

work, can leave for

other employment 

options but chooses to 

stay.

Consenting to work in the 

sex trade but would prefer 

other work, or wants to 

leave and needs to stay, 

usually for financial reasons.

Individual is not 

consenting to work.

Being tricked or forced by 

another individual(s). May 

meet the legal definition 

for trafficking services.



Meeting Needs/Labor

Exploitative 
Conditions

Most exploitative 

conditions in the 

sex trade and most 

harm identified by 

sex workers do not 

fall under 

“trafficking” 



“the action or fact of treating someone unfairly 

in order to benefit from their work”

As in every industry, there are elements of exploitation which 

can be more or less severe. 

❖Informality means lack of basic standards

❖Criminalization makes resolution challenging

❖Marginalized populations mean fewer alternatives

Exploitation in the Sex Trade



•A manager at a strip club refuses to call the police for an incident the 

dancer considers sexual assault or refuses to intervene if the client will 

not pay a dancer

•A dominatrix is charged arbitrary fees during her shift and is not allowed 

to leave the premises until she has paid off this “debt”

•A brothel worker is required to pay for STI testing out of pocket to and is 

not allowed to leave the brothel “unaccompanied”

•A body worker is required to have several sessions of “training” where 

the manager offers a two-for-one special and only the trainer is paid

•A client promises $200 for a session and hands over $140

Exploitation in the Sex Trade



•Informal Labor

•Lack of know your rights information

•Lack of enforcement of labor rights

•Lack of collective organizing

Risk of Exploitation



Red Light Chicago/SWOP USA

https://redlightchicago.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/spotting-bad-management_8-6-121.pdf

Risk Reduction: Labor Organizing, Know Your Rights



Melinda

- When I left my ex, I didn’t feel safe working at that 

club anymore, so I found a different club further out 

of town. To even get the job, I had to give the 

manager a blow job, which was really upsetting. 

When I get good shifts, I make enough money but 

some of the other girls have to do extras for him to 

get those shifts.

- I’m trying to save up enough money to move to 

Massachusetts where my sister lives, so I don’t have  

to do it for very long.

▪ What types of violence has 

Melissa described?

▪ Where are the places where 

Melissa is getting support?

▪ What can we offer?



Trafficking into Commercial Sex

Meeting Needs/Labor

Exploitative 
Conditions

Trafficked Workers



Trafficking in Persons: 
United States Federal Definition

• Sex trafficking: (a) Whoever knowingly— (1) in or affecting interstate or foreign 
commerce, or within the special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the United 
States, recruits, entices, harbors, transports, provides, obtains, advertises, maintains, 
patronizes, or solicits by any means a person; or
• (2) benefits, financially or by receiving anything of value, from participation in a venture which 

has engaged in an act described in violation of paragraph (1), knowing, or, except where the act 
constituting the violation of paragraph (1) is advertising, in reckless disregard of the fact, that 
means of force, threats of force, fraud, coercion described in subsection (e)(2), or any 
combination of such means will be used to cause the person to engage in a commercial sex act, 
or that the person has not attained the age of 18 years and will be caused to engage in a 
commercial sex act, shall be punished as provided in subsection (b).

• Labor Trafficking: the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, or 
obtaining of a person for labor or services, through the use of force, fraud, or 
coercion for the purpose of subjection to involuntary servitude, peonage, debt 
bondage, or slavery.

Trafficking in Victims Protection Act of 2000 (P.L. 106-386)



Action * MEANS * Purpose

Force Fraud Coercion

• Physical assault

• Confinement

• Kidnapping

• Deprivation of basic 
needs – food, water, 
sleep

• Manipulation of 
withdrawal 
symptoms

• Withholding of wages

• Fraudulent 
employment 
contracts

• False Promises 

• Marriage

• Education

• Living conditions

• Threats to self, loved 
ones, pets

• Threats of arrest, 
deportation

• Blackmail

• Debt bondage

• Withholding of legal 
documents

• Other psychological 
manipulation & control

• Sexual violence



➢ Immigration Needs (T-Visa)

➢ Vacate some criminal convictions, possibly close open warrants

➢ Immediate need for law enforcement intervention

➢ Access to some victim of crime benefits and services

➢ Restitution in a successful prosecution

“Benefits” of Identification



As practitioners 
and service 
providers…

• Let people define their experience

• If it is beneficial to move them into victim services, 
can you do this without re-defining their experiences 
and relationships?

• Do not assume that you know their experience, 
terminology

• Be informed on complex trauma

• What are these behaviors doing right? Do not 
pathologize behavior (sex work, substance use), trauma 
or coping mechanisms

• Every person is unique – not every behavior causes 
trauma, and not all trauma comes from the same actions

• Is your organization sensitive to working with people who 
trade sex at all stages of their engagement?



•Know your resources and referrals

• If you can’t talk about the sex trade, you can’t 
screen for trafficking (We see your reaction!)

•Not everyone wants to leave or is ready to leave

Harm Reduction: Parking Lot Tips



How do sex workers engage risk reduction?

Workplace KYR, 

worker 

organizing, safe 

places to report

Know Your 

Rights 

Information, 

Safety Planning

Screening, 

Community info, 

Safety Planning, 

Self Defense

Access to 

Affirming Care, 

Community 

Meetings
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Meeting 

Resource 

Needs

Physical 

Labor

Intimate 

Labor

Stigma, 

Isolating

Criminalized

Experiences 

of Violence

Exploitation 

and 

Trafficking

People who deserve 

Dignity, Respect, 

Rights and Non-

Judgmental Support 



•What are your first reactions to this information?

•What are the strengths being displayed?

•What are some areas of risk/harm they have 
identified?

•What are strategies they can employ to reduce the 
risk?

•What can you/your organization offer?

•Where could you find more information?

Activity: Safety Planning



• Choosing work that minimizes your risks and meets your needs

• Health and Safety with the Client

• Interpersonal Violence

• Emotional and Psychological Boundaries

• Occupation Health and Safety Needs

• In Case of Arrest

• Self Care

• Leaving the Industry

Harm Reduction Tool: Types of Safety Planning



Creating a Safer Space: Organizational

• Make confidentiality and possible disclosure clear

• Collaborate With/Hire Community Members

• Normalize, neutralize, reflect language

• Most people don’t consider themselves sex workers

• Do you have a code of conduct? Is it visible?

• Peer-only meetings and spaces

• Sex worker-specific classes/offerings

• Do you take reports of bad encounters?

• Do you have options for people who want to stay or leave?



Creating a Safer Space: Interpersonal

• Mirror language – how do they describe it

• Explain why you’re asking

• Make it an opt-in discussion

• Make it strengths based – it’s a neutral behavior, not an identity

• Does not reflect on gender, sexuality



•Why use substances when trading sex?
• Coping mechanism for sex work

• Coping mechanism for life outside of work

• Pushed by managers, pimps

• Pushed by clients

• Used as payment or tip

I don’t love this job, and it’s easier 

if I have a drink first in order to get 

through my shift.
I want to be sober with clients, but 

outside of work I’m a user.
When I work parties for the 

dungeon, there’s always a bar 

minimum and I’m required to 

hustle 3-4 drinks from clients 

every time.

My client is a heavy drinker and 

prefers that we both have a few 

drinks when we get together.I like to show dancers my 

appreciation – I don’t have more 

cash, but when I have some coke 

on me, I like to offer.

Safety Planning: Sex Work & Drug Use



Safety Planning: Sex Work & Drug Use

•Before you’re working: Plan
•Don’t mix drugs for the first time while working; don’t try new drugs for the 
first time with a client/in a club

•In clubs, have a code with the bartender (three olives)

•Negotiate and prepare for things like safer sex with clients before using

•Pay attention to a client’s use

•Violence and unprotected sex are more common when substance use is 
involved

•Avoid drugs offered by clients

•If your client wants to use, safety plan ahead of time



•While Working
•Prevent track marks by rotating injection sites, using new, sharp, small gauge 
needles, and salve or hemorrhoid cream on injection sites and old tracks.

•Don't get so pinned that you can't see at night (use cocaine or speed, less 
dope. or substitute Demerol)

•Try not to use alcohol at all when working - your reaction time will be slower.

•Keep mouth moist by chewing gum or sucking hard candies.

•Drink a lot of water to prevent constipation, dry mouth and dry, itchy skin.

•If you’re dope sick, prevent sniffling with antihistamines and mentholated 
salve in your nostrils. Urinate frequently, even if you think you don't have to.

Safety Planning: Sex Work & Drug Use



How are you going to close out 
your day?



Resources

▪ St. James Infirmary Occupational Health and Safety Guide

▪ Sex Worker Outreach Project USA

▪ Desiree Alliance conference  

▪ HIPS

▪ Global Network of Sex Worker Projects

Contact@ReframeHealthandJustice.com

http://stjamesinfirmary.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2008/05/Occupational-Health-and-Safety-Manual-Third-Edition-2010.pdf
http://www.new.swopusa.org/
http://desireealliance.org/wordpress/conference/
http://www.hips.org/
http://www.nswp.org/



